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Introduction
The aim of this paper is the study of two classical problems of mathematical statistics, the problems of similar regions and of unbiased estimation. The reason for studying these two problems together is that both are concerned with a family of measures and that essentially the same condition on this family insures a very simple solution of both. 
Of two statistics T = t(X) and T! = t'(X) we shall say T is a function of T (a.e. i?*) if there exists a function t-=\?r(t') on Wtf to Wl suchthat t(x) = \?r(t'(x))(&.e. S?x).
In 
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H0) of <?>(x ) is E9(^) = E9(f(T)) =Ee(E(*\T)), and by (2.6) this equals Eg(&).
It
Ujsbiased Estimation
In this section $x ={PQx\deo)} will denote the family of all distributions to which attention is restricted a priori in a particular problem of statistical inference. 
In considering real-valued
